100 memorable events for pupils to experience at Bressingham
Primary School
Science and Technology
Watch tadpoles grow into frogs
Watch caterpillars grow into butterflies
Go pond dipping
Go rock-pooling
Eat something you’ve grown
Explore an aeroplane
Recycle
Dig a big hole
Make a dam in a stream
Use a 3D printer
Creative Development
Work with visiting artists
Write a letter to Father Christmas
Have something published
Write to someone famous and hope for a
reply
Take part in a public performance
Make a model that’s bigger than you
Create art outdoors
Learn to knit
Learn to sew
Sing in harmony with others
Learn to play an instrument
Go carol-singing
Read a book, then watch a film
Make a film
Dance round a maypole
Community and Teamwork
Mark special days and events
Take part in a local carnival
Go to local school sports tournaments
Go to story cafes
Listen to different people reading aloud
Be in a team with older and younger children
Enjoy story sacks at home
Have first aid training
Raise money for a charity
Write a letter to someone in another country
Experience different cultures
Represent your school at an event
Other memorable events
Make a fire
Build a den
Go orienteering
Go on a treasure hunt
Go out when it starts to snow
Learn to tie different knots
Cook a meal for others to enjoy
Flip a pancake and have a pancake race
Jump over waves in the sea
Run through the woods
Splash in puddles and make a mud pie
Try an unusual sport
Choose what you want to learn
Be at the top of the register
Go for a long walk

Play Pooh sticks
Make and fly a kite
Grow and tend plants
Care for an animal
Make a potion
Meet a lamb or calf
Work with an expert in Science/ Technology
OR?...
Experience a science show
Visit the Science or Natural History Museum
Visit a factory
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Read in a tipi or tent
Have the opportunity to take part in a talent
show
Have a story under a tree
Visit a library
Sing in a public place
Dress up and take part in a historical
re-enactment
Visit a theatre
Listen to a live orchestra
Go to a West End Show
Go to a ballet
Go to a panto
Visit an art gallery in London
Experience a TV or radio studio
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Have a sleepover
Take part in a group fundraising challenge
Sing around a campfire and toast
marshmallows with a stick
Be in charge of a team
Learn from an old person
Find out about what people do for a job and
how they got there.
Meet/work with a person with additional needs
Visit the Houses of Parliament
Attend a top level sporting event
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Bob for an apple and play conkers
Walk in the dark with a torch
Lie back in a field in the sunshine chatting and
imagining
Put up a tent and enjoy being inside it
Go on a fairy/bear hunt
Go star-gazing
Storm a castle
Be in a competition
Go underground
Go on a boat
Receive a standing ovation
Make a massive collection
Go on public transport
Visit an old ruin, castle, old building
Visit London
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